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Comments: dear carson national forests,i am opposed to any further development in our national forest.please

remember that taos ski valley is part of the national forest and as such should not be an exclusive enclave for the

precious few.this continual growth is impacting the wildlife,by increasing multiple fold the initial amount of people

and cars that the original lease called for.when ernie blake applied for a lease,4800 people a day was the

maximum amount of people, he considered was the largest amount of folks the ski valley could handle, now

12000 skiers an hour has become normalized.over the years, the mountain has been stripped of trees for more

ski runs and that continues with also now mountain bike trails, zip lines and year round tourist impact.this

development company with its corporate impulse for more increases of money and building only further increases

the environmental impact, the water usage and degradation of those downstream.i .this is a national forest, not a

ski resort, please act accordingly and stop all development and replant the stripped mountain side and remediate

the roads and trails .already established for the benefit of all wildlife.Mountain bikers are calling off hikers on the

mountain trails.the forest service should not be complicit in the impact, continual expansion for profit and

destruction of our national forest.please see through the facade of a b corporation, with its public relations

trickery and capitalist  development, fueled by a continual barrage of lawyers trying to outsmart the local citizens

and push their agendas.i have lived here a long time and and am appalled at the embedding of the forest service

with the billionaire corporation that only wants to grow.please put on your big boy pants and stop all development


